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Abstract
Underwater imaging is important for scientific research

and technology, as well as for popular activities. It increas-
ingly benefits from computer vision. In this work, we present
a computer vision approach which easily removes degrada-
tion effects in underwater vision. We analyze the physical ef-
fects of visibility degradation. We show that the main degra-
dation effects can be associated with partial polarization of
light. We therefore present an algorithm which inverts the
image formation process, to recover a good visibility image
of the object. The algorithm is based on a couple of images
taken through a polarizer at different orientations. As a by
product, a distance map of the scene is derived as well. We
successfully used our approach when experimenting in the
sea using a system we built. We obtain great improvements
of scene contrast and color correction, and nearly doubled
the underwater visibility range.

1 Underwater Vision

Underwater imaging is widely used in scientific research
and technology. Computer vision methods are being used
in this mode of imaging for various applications [3, 32, 35],
such as mine detection, inspection of underwater power and
telecommunication cables, pipelines [11, 27], nuclear reac-
tors, and columns of offshore platforms [11]. Underwater
computer vision is commercially used to help swimming
pool life guards [19]. As in conventional computer vision,
algorithms are sought for navigation and control [36] of sub-
merged robots. In addition, underwater imaging is used
for research in marine biology [1, 14, 30, 35], archaeology
[2, 16] and mapping [36]. Moreover, underwater photogra-
phy [34] is becoming more accessible to the wider public.

Underwater vision is plagued by poor visibility condi-
tions [12, 15, 17, 32, 35]. According to Ref. [11], most com-
puter vision methods (e.g., those based on stereo triangula-
tion or on structure from motion) cannot be employed di-
rectly underwater. This is due to the particularly challenging
environmental conditions, which complicate image match-
ing and analysis. It is therefore important to alleviate these
visibility problems. What makes underwater imaging me-
dia so problematic? To understand the challenge, consider

underwater scene

Figure 1. An underwater archaeological site. The visibility
and colors quickly degrade as a function of distance.

Fig. 1, which shows an underwater archaeological site about
2.5 meters deep. It is easy to see that visibility degradation
effects vary as distances to the objects increase [15]. Since
objects in the field of view are at different distances from
the camera, thecausesfor image degradation are spatially
varying. This situation is analogous to open-air vision in
bad weather (fog or haze), described in Refs. [5, 23, 24, 26].
Contrary to this fact, traditional image enhancement tools,
e.g., high pass filtering and histogram equalization are typ-
ically spatially invariant. Since they do not model the spa-
tially varying distance dependencies, traditional methods are
of limited utility in countering visibility problems, as has
been demonstrated in experiments [24, 26].

In this work we develop a physics-based approach for re-
covery of visibility when imaging underwater scenes in nat-
ural illumination. Since it based on the models of image for-
mation, the approach automatically accounts for dependen-
cies on object distance, and estimates a distance map of the
scene as a by-product. The approach is fast, and it relies on
raw images taken through different states of apolarizing fil-
ter.1 These raw images have slight photometric differences.
These differences serve as initial cues for algorithms that
factor out turbidity effects. The work is inspired by recent
computer vision methods, that were devised to recover open-
air scenes (not underwater) degraded by atmospheric haze or
fog [23, 24, 29, 26]. It is also interesting to note that marine
animals use polarization for improved vision [30, 35].

Some methods improve underwater visibility by using

1Polarization filtered images have been used in various computer vision
algorithms dealing with reflections [10, 25, 28, 35]. These methods evolved
along with developments of polarimetric imaging devices [7, 8, 35].
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